


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































! Wild.Type! Hsf1/+! PBvalue!
Length!Division!Zone!(cm)! 1.044!±!0.04! 0.84!±!0.48! 0.003!
Dividing!Cell!Size!(µm)! 16.52" ±!7.42! 16.93!±!1.06! 0.819!
Number!of!Dividing!Cells! 646.28" ±!56.57! 511.56!±!47.11! 0.049!
Length!Elongation!Zone!(cm)! 5.969!±!0.47! 4.21" ±!0.13! 0.089!
Elongating!Cell!Size!(µm)! 91.235±!2.00! 86.90±!4.22! 0.329!
Number!of!Elongating!Cells! 702.80±!77.22! 645.11±!27.34! 0.333!





















































































































































































































. Leaf.1. Leaf.2. Leaf.3. Leaf.4.
Sheath.Length. b23.3%! b30.9%! b21.9%! b17.8%!
Blade.Length. b29.9%! b28.7%! b30.5%! b26.0%!



















. Leaf.#1. Leaf.#2. Leaf.#3. Leaf.#4.
Sheath.Length. b17.3%! b5.2%! b4.0%! b4.7%!
Blade.Length. b27.1%! b20.5%! b11.7%! b0.3%!

















































































































Treatment! Cell!Density!(cells/cm)! Average!Cell!Length!(µm)! Number!of!Cells!
Control! 206.97!±!2.62! 153.60!±!1.73! 1047.7!±!33.9!
































































































































































































































plot(y~x, varwidth=T, col=c("green3", "yellow"), ylab="   ", cex=0.5) 






















plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, col=c("gray100", "yellow", "gray70", "gold", 
"gray50","darkgoldenrod2"), ylab="L1S", cex=0.5) 
stripchart(y~x, vert="T", method="jitter", las=2, pch=16, add=TRUE, cex=0.8) 











levels(DATA$Tissue)<-c("Blade Length (cm)", "Sheath Length (cm)", "Blade Width (cm)") 
DATA$Tissue<-factor(DATA$Tissue, levels(DATA$Tissue)[c(2,1,3)]) 
levels(DATA$Tissue) 










p<-ggplot(L1, aes(Hours, Measure, col=Treatment)) 
p+geom_smooth(model="loess", size=1) + 
  facet_wrap(~ Tissue, scale="free") + 
  theme_bw() + 
  theme(text=element_text(size=16))+ 
  scale_color_manual(values=mycol) + 
  ylab("Measurement (cm)") + 
  xlab("Hours of Treatment") + 
  scale_x_continuous(name="Hours of Treatment", breaks=c(1,6,12,24,48))+ 
  scale_y_continuous(name="Leaf 1") 
ggsave("L1Time_s_nj.png", width=10, height=3) 
 
L2col<-c("purple", "red") 
p<-ggplot(L2, aes(Hours, Measure, col=Treatment)) 
p+geom_smooth(model="loess", size=1) + 
  facet_wrap(~ Tissue, scale="free") + 
  theme_bw() + 
  theme(text=element_text(size=16))+ 
  scale_color_manual(values=L2col) + 
  ylab("Measurement (cm)") + 
  xlab("Hours of Treatment") + 
  scale_x_continuous(name="Hours of Treatment", breaks=c(1,6,12,24,48))+ 
  scale_y_continuous(name="Leaf 2") 
ggsave("L2Time_s_nj.png", width=10, height=3) 
 
L3col<-c("blue", "orange") 
p<-ggplot(L3, aes(Hours, Measure, col=Treatment)) 
p+geom_smooth(model="loess", size=1) + 
  facet_wrap(~ Tissue, scale="free") + 
  theme_bw() + 
  theme(text=element_text(size=16))+ 
  scale_color_manual(values=L3col) + 
  ylab("Measurement (cm)") + 
  xlab("Hours of Treatment") + 
  scale_x_continuous(name="Hours of Treatment", breaks=c(1,6,12,24,48))+ 
  scale_y_continuous(name="Leaf 3") 
ggsave("L3Time_s_nj.png", width=10, height=3) 
 
L4col<-c("violetred1", "deepskyblue") 
p<-ggplot(L4, aes(Hours, Measure, col=Treatment)) 
p+geom_smooth(model="loess", size=1) + 
  facet_wrap(~ Tissue, scales="free") + 
  theme_bw() + 
  theme(text=element_text(size=16))+ 
  scale_color_manual(values=L4col) + 
  ylab("Measurement (cm)") + 
  xlab("Hours of Treatment") + 
  scale_x_continuous(name="Hours of Treatment", breaks=c(1,6,12,24,48))+ 
  scale_y_continuous(name="Leaf 4") 


















tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L1S (cm)", cex=0.5) 
stripchart(y~x, vert=TRUE, method="jitter", las=2, pch=16, add=TRUE, cex=0.8) 
par(cex.lab=1.8) #y axis 






tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L1B (cm)", cex=0.5) 






tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L1W (cm)", cex=0.5) 






tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L2S (cm)", cex=0.5) 







tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L2B (cm)", cex=0.5) 






tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L2W (cm)", cex=0.5) 






tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L3S (cm)", cex=0.5) 






tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L3B (cm)", cex=0.5) 






tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L3W (cm)", cex=0.5) 







tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L4S (cm)", cex=0.5) 






tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L4B (cm)", cex=0.5) 






tuk<- glht(ANOVA, linfct=mcp(x="Tukey")) 
summary(tuk) 
tuk.cld<- cld(tuk, level=0.05) 
opar<- par(mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 
plot(tuk.cld, varwidth=T, names=c("WT Water", "WT JA", "Hsf1/+ Water", "Hsf1/+ JA"), 
col=c("limegreen", "limegreen", "red", "red"), ylab="L4W (cm)", cex=0.5) 
stripchart(y~x, vert=TRUE, method="jitter", las=2, pch=16, add=TRUE, cex=0.8) 
dev.copy(png,'L4W.png') 
dev.off() 
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